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NORMAL SEMIGROUPS OF ONE-TO-ONE
TRANSFORMATIONS
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Let X be an infinite set and S be a transformation semigroup on X invariant under conjugations by
permutations of X. Such S is termed # ̂ normal. In the paper, we describe elements of a ^j-normal semigroup
S of one-to-one transformations.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (1985 Revision): 20M20.

0. Introduction

If a transformation semigroup S is defined by means of certain properties there is a
problem of determining the elements of S explicitly. In this paper, the above problem is
considered for ^-normal semigroups S of total one-to-one transformations of a set X.
A transformation semigroup S on X is termed ^-normal if hSh~1^s for every he&x,
the symmetric group on X. For example, the semigroup %x of all total transformations
of X, the semigroup Jx of all one-to-one transformations of X, Wx = &~xnSx are
^-normal semigroups. Amongst some interesting properties of ^x-normal semigroups
is the fact that all their automorphisms are inner [2].

For a transformation / of X, let R{f) ( = /(X)) denote the range of / ,
def/ = |*- .R(/) | be the defect of / and \{xeX:f(x)*x}\ be the shift of /. We show
that a ^x-normal semigroup S of one-to-one transformations contains almost all
transformations that shift not more than a points of X (for some infinite cardinal a) and
have defects of certain cardinality (Theorems 2.7 and 2.17). The result of Theorem 2.7
was announced (without a proof) in [3].

If X is finite and S is a ^-normal semigroup of one-to-one transformations of X,
then S^<&x. A ^-normal subsemigroup of <8X is a subgroup of <SX and is referred to as
a normal subgroup of <§x. A description of such groups can be found in [4]. Thus, we
restrict our attention to infinite X and permutation-free S. Moreover, it is sufficient to
consider semigroups consisting of transformations with either only finite or only infinite
defects, since any S is either of one of the above types or a disjoining union of two
semigroups of the above types.

1. Cyclic-chain decomposition

Our aim in this section is to decompose an arbitrary one-to-one transformation / of
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66 I. LEVI

X into elementary and easily-studied components. When / is a permutation, the
elementary components are finite and infinite cycles and the decomposition is a (formal)
cyclic decomposition [4, 1.3.4]. If / is an arbitrary one-to-one transformation, then
further components, chains (Definition 1.2), appear in a decomposition of/ (Proposition
1.4).

For a transformation / of X, let S( / ) = {xeX:/(x)#x}. The shift of / is the
cardinality of S(f). Transformations / , g are said to be disjoint if S(/) n S(g) = <D, where
<D is the empty set. The following definition is a generalization of a formal product of
permutations [4, p. 10].

Definition 1.1. Let A be a set of pairwise disjoint one-to-one transformations of X.
The formal product of the members of A is a transformation of X denoted by
Tl{f:feA} and defined by the following:

where xeX. •

That a formal product of a set of pairwise disjoint permutations is a permutation is
shown in [4, 1.3.3.]. Similar arguments can be used to prove that if A^WX, then
Tl{f:feA}eWx.

Definition 1.2. If x.eAT, i= l ,2 , . . . and x^Xj for i # j then (xlx2x3...) denotes a
transformation feWx such that / (x,) = x,-+1 for i=l ,2 , . . . and f(y)=y for all other
yeX. Such a transformation is called an xx-chain, or just a chain. •

The following is self-evident.

Lemma 1.3. Let f be an x-chain, then X — R(f) = {x} and def/= 1. •

Proposition 1.4. Let f be a non-identity transformation in Wx. Then f is a formal
product of pairwise disjoint cycles and chains, f = H {g.gsA}, with no geA being a 1-
cycle. The number of chains in A is equal to def/. If f = 11 {g:geA'} is another such
product then A—A.

Proof. Let xeX and U(x) [L(x)] be the set of all distinct elements f(x), where
n=0, l ,2 , . . . [n=0,- l , -2 , . . . ] . Thus f/(x) = {x,/(x),/2(x),...}, L(x) = {x, / " * (x),

With each xeS(f), we associate a transformation hx of X. The definition of hx

depends on the sizes of U(x) and L(x). If U(x) and L(x) are both infinite, then /"(x)#x
for every non-zero integer n and we let hx = {...f~l(x), x,/(x),...); clearly hx is an
infinite cycle. If U(x) and L(x) are both finite, let hx=(x,f(x),...,f~1{x)) where n> 1 is
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a minimal integer such that /"(x) = x; then hx is a finite cycle. If U(x) is infinite and L(x)
is finite, let hx=(f~"(x),f~n+1(x),...,x,...) where rz^O is a minimal integer such that
f~n(x)$R(f); then hx is a /""(x)-chain. Finally, we remark that the assumption that
U(x) is finite while L(x) is infinite implies that for some integer n ^ l , f(x) is not in the
domain of / , a contradiction to the fact that / is a total transformation.

Let A = {hx:xeS(f)}. It is easy to see that if two transformations in A are not
disjoint, then they are equal. Thus n {hx: hx e A} is a formal product of a set A and
U{hx:hxeA}=f.

Finally, Lemma 1.3 implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between y-
chains in A and points y in X — R(f). This observation asserts the fact that the number
of chains in A is equal to def/. •

Since our aim is to describe all the elements of an arbitrary ^-normal S S Wx and
for every feS its conjugate by any permutation of X is again in S, we are naturally
interested in the question when f,geWx are conjugates of each other, that is when
f=hgh~i for some he^x. Recall that two permutations of X are conjugate if and only
if they have the same number of cycles of each length in their cyclic decomposition. For
arbitrary mappings in Wx, we require also the number of chains in their cyclic-chain
decomposition to be the same, that is they have to have the same defects (Proposition
1.4).

For feWx, n = 1,2,3,...; oo let </>„(/) denote the number of cycles of length n in the
cyclic-chain decomposition of / . Let Chx £ Wx be the set of all formal products of
disjoint chains. Then Proposition 1.4 assures that every feWx can be written as a
disjoint product of ft e ̂ x and f2 e Chx.

Proposition 1.5. Let f,geWx. Then f,g are conjugate if and only if def/=defg and
<t>nCf) = <t>n(g) for every n = 1,2,3,...; oo.

Proof. In view of [4, 1.3.6, 1.3.11] we assume that / and g are not permutations and
write f=fif2, g=gig2, where fugue's x, f2, g2^Chx and ft and /2 , gj and g2 are
disjoint. We assume also that S(/1) = S(g1) and S(f2) = S(g2) (else choose a permutation
p of X that maps S(/i) onto S(gj) and S(f2) onto S(g2) and replace / with pfp'1). By
[4, 1.3.6, 1.3.11] we can choose a permutation q of X such that fi=qgiq~1 and q fixes
every element of X — SifJ. It suffices now to show that if def /=def g (or, equivalently,
def / 2 = def g2) then there exists a permutation k of X that fixes every element of
X — S(f2) and f2

 = kg2k~i. Then q and k, gx and k and q~l and g2 are pairwise disjoint
and so

= {qk)g(qk)-\
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68 I. LEVI

as required. To construct k as above let f2 = U{t:teA}, g2 = U{s:seB}, A and B be sets
of disjoint chains. Then |y4| = def / 2 = def £2 = |B| and there is a bijection A:A-*B. For
each x-chain teA define a bijection k,:S(i)-*S(A(t)) such that if X(t) is a y-chain then
kt(t

m(x))=mt))m(y),m = 0,1,2,... . For an xeX let

c,(x) if xeS(t) and teA
c i(xeX-S(f2).

Then k = l~1 is the required permutation. •

The following lemma follows from elementary properties of one-to-one transforma-
tions and an observation that an element of Wx — Gx has an infinite shift.

Lemma 1.6. If f,geWx-&x, then

(2) shift fg^ shift /+shift g;

(3) //shift /#shift g, then shift /g = max {shift / , shift g).

2. Normally generated semigroups

If F is any set of transformations of X then the semigroup generated by the set of all
conjugates of the elements of F is the smallest ^^-normal semigroup containing F. We
denote this semigroup by <F:^X> and call it the semigroup normally generated by F.
Thus

For brevity in what follows we write <{/}:^*) as </ :^x)- Every ^-normal S is
normally generated by its own elements and if feS then < / : ^ x > ^ s . Thus semigroups
of the type </:^x>> / e S , are the building blocks for S. Hence our goal now is to
describe </:^x> for / e Wx. This is done in Propositions 2.6 and 2.13.

We start with the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let f be a chain. Then there exists a chain q with S(f) = S(q) such that
Qf=gig2 witfl gi.^^x> gi^Chx, gx and g2 are disjoint, shift gi = N0, gt fixes \X\ points of
X — S(g2) and is a (formal) product ofl-cycles.

Proof. Let f=(a1a2a3a4...), q=(aAa1a2a3a8a7asa6a12a9a10a11a16al5allia13...).
Then gi=(a1a3)(a9a11)(a11a19)..., g2 = (a2a8al0al6a18a24...) (a^a12a2Oa2B...) and gx

fixes {a1,a13,a14,al5,a2ua22,a23,...}Kj(X-S(f)). •
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Corollary 2.2. For any feWx there exists he^x
 su°h that if hfh~1f=glg2 with

gie&x, g2eChx, gt and g2 are disjoint then shift gi = N0 def / and \X — S{g2)\ = \X\.

Proof. Choose a conjugate hfh~l of / such that for every cycle in /,/i/fi"1 contains
the inverse of the cycle and for every chain / ' in f,hfh~l contains a chain q' such that
S(f') = S{q') and q'f is a disjoint product of g>

ie'&x with shift g'i = X0 and gl
2eChx so

that \X-S(q'f')\ = \X\ (Lemma 2.1). •

Lemma 23. Let fe Chx. Then V neN fneChx with S(f) = S(f).

Proof. Clearly S(/)2S(/") and if xeS(f) with f"(x) = x then / contains a finite
cycle, a contradiction that shows the reverse inclusion.

Observe now that if g is an xt-chain, g=(xxx2x3...) then g" is a product of n disjoint
chains,

S" = (xlXn+ lx2n+ 1 • • -)(x2Xn + 2x2n + 2- ••)•• -(XnX2nx3if • • ) •

Let / be a formal product of disjoint chains, f=Tl{g:geA}. Then VgeA,S(g") = S(g) so
that f" = H{g":geA} = Tl{q:qeB}, where the elements of B are the members of the
cyclic-chain decompositions of all g", geA. •

We adopt the following notation from [3]. Let a and /? be two cardinals with
/?<<x^|X|+, where \X\+ is the cardinal successor of \X\. Let

S(X, a, P) = {feWx: shift / < a, def / = /?}.

If a>N0 and J?^X0 then S(X,tx,P) forms ^ n o r m a l semigroup. If 0</?<X0 then S
(X,<x,0) is not a semigroup. If a^Xo and )3^0 then S(X,<x,P) is empty. If ^=0 then
S(X, a, 0) is a normal subgroup of yx.

Now let / e W j , f=fj2 with fie^x, f2eChx and / ^ / z be disjoint. Let Z =
and

) = {h\zeyz:he$x, h\S(f2) = i\S{f2) and / i /n
26</:^> for some neW},

where i is the identity transformation on X.

Lemma 2.4. //Z#<D t/ien ^f (/) is a normal subgroup of&z.

Proof. Let h\z, p\zeJf(f), then hf2, pf2e<^f:10xy, for some m, neN and hf\pf\* =
hpfn

2
+m since S(/5) = S(/2) (Lemma 2.3) and p and f2 are disjoint. Thus

hpf2
+meif:<Sx\ *p|Sif,)-«|s(/i).«» hp\zeJir(f).

If #' is a permutation of Z, let q e ^ x be such that q\z = q' and q|x-z = *U-z- Let
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h\zeJf(f), hf2e<J:$x>. Then q and f2 are disjoint and qhq-1fn
2 = qhfn

2q-1e(f:<&x\
so qhq-l\zeje(f). D

Lemma 2.5. Let feWx with shift/ = a and def/ = /?^N0. Then there exists
x> such that JiT{g) = S(Y,a+,0), where Y<=X with \Y\ = \X\ and \X-Y\ = fi.

Proof. Let, as before, / = f j 2 , fv e <SX, f2 e Chx. Then shift f2 = 0NO = P, and if a > P
then shift fl = a = \x\ and we let g=f Y=X-S(f2). The result follows from [4, 11.3.4].
Now assume a=/?, choose he^x as in Corollary 2.2 and let g = hfh~if=g1g2,
Y=X-S(g2). Since shift gl=Kop = p = a the result follows again from [4, 11.3.4]. •

Proposition 2.6. Let feWx with shift / = a and def/=/J^N0. T/ien </:^*> =

Proof. The inclusion </:^x>sS(X,a+,)S) follows from Lemma 1.6. To show the
reverse inclusion observe that for every peS(X,a+,P), there exist disjoint
s,teS(X,tx+,p) u {ix} such that p = st and the cardinalities of the sets of elements of X
unmoved by the chains in the cyclic-chain decompositions of s and t are \X\. Indeed, let
p=PiP2, where pxs'Sx, p2eChx> p t and p2 be disjoint. If \X — S(p2)\ = \X\ we let s = p,
t = tx. If |Z-S(p2) |<|X| then \S(p2)\ = |A"|, so that P = \X\ = tz. Let p2 = n{q:qeA}, then
1̂ 1 = ^ = 1X1. Partition A into sets B and C with |B| = |C| = |X| and let s = n{q:qeB<u
{Pi}}» t = U{q:qeC}. Hence, to show that </:^x>2S(X,a+,/3) it is sufficient to show
that </:^*> contains all geS(X,a+,P) with g=g^g2, gie&x, g2eChx, gt and g2 are
disjoint and | ^ — S(g2)| = |Z|. But this follows from Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 1.5. •

For a semigroup S of transformations, let a—def S = {def f:feS} and <r-shift S =
{shift f.feS} be the spectrum of the defects and shifts of transformations in S
respectively. We are now in a position to present the first of the two theorems
describing ^-normal semigroups of one-to-one transformations.

Theorem 2.7. A ^x-normal semigroup S of one-to-one transformations with infinite
defects is a semilattice of semigroups of type S(X, a, /?).

Proof. Observe that

= {J{S(X,y+,P):yeo-shiftSJeo-ddS},

by Proposition 2.6. Also if S(X,51,pl), S(X,82,p2)^S then

(S{X,d1,p1))(S(X,d2,p2)) =

For every Pea-Ad S let S(/J) = {/eS:def /=/?}. Lemma 1.6 implies that S(P) is a
^x-normal subsemigroup of S and so
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S(P) = {S(X, y+,P):ye <r-shift S(fi) = S(X, a,, fl,

where ap = min {5:6>y for every yea-shift S(0)}. Then S = (J{S(X,a,0):0e<r-def S,
<* = <*/)}• •

Now we restrict our attention to semigroups of transformations with finite defects.
The structure of such semigroups is more complicated because of the variety of
transformations with distinct defects presented even in a semigroup of type </:^*>
(Lemma 2.8). Hence, it is possible now that for given a^X0, 0<n<N0, a ^-normal S
contains only a proper subset of S(X, a, n) that does not coincide with any S(X, ft, n) for
P«x. We start by describing </:^x> for / with def/<K0 (Proposition 2.13). The
following lemma follows from 1.6.

Lemma 2.8. Let def / = n, 0<n<Ko. Then a-def ( / : ^ ) = « M ( = {n,In,3«...}).

Recall that <j>k (/) is the number of disjoint cycles of length k, fc... = l,2,...; oo, in the
cyclic decomposition of / .

Lemma 2.9. Let he^x such that <t>k(h) = y^zK0 for some fc = 2,3,...; oo. Let 1/gX be
the set that is moved by the k-cycles of h. Then there exists a conjugate p of h such that

\v) = y and <t>l(ph\u) = O for every / = 3,4,...; GO.

Proof. Choose a conjugate p of h as follows. If k = 2, for every triple of 2-cycles of h
(a^j), {a^, (asa6) let p contain ( a ^ ) , (a2a4), (asa6), then ph contains ( a ^ ) , (a2a3),
(as), (a6). If /c = 3, for every pair of 3-cycles (0^203), (a4a5a6) of h let p contain (a^a^),
(a2a6as), then ph contains (a^g), (a2a4), (a3), (a5). If 3<fe<co, for each /c-cycle
(ala2...ak) in h let p contain the k-cycle {ak-i...a2alak-2ak-lak), then ph contains (aj ,
(a2),...,(ak_4), (ak_3ak_1), (ak_2ak). If fc = co, for each infinite cycle in h

(...a.4a^3a^2a.1a0aia2a3aA...) (1)

let p contain the infinite cycle

(...a8a1a6a3a4asa2aia0a_3a-2a-la-4a.sa-6...), (2)

then ph contains the following 1- and 2-cycles:

.. .(a_4a_2), (0.30,!), (a0), (a j , (a2a4), (a3a5), (a6), (a-,),... (3)

•
The next proposition considerably eases our task of describing </:0*>. Namely, it

shows that if there exists an integer k such that </:^x>2S(X, (shift / ) + , fe(def/)) then
</:^x>2S(X, (shift/)+, /(def/)), for every l>k, and this describes all elements of
</: Gx} with defects at least fc(def / ) .
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Proposition 2.10. Let S be a cSx-norma\ semigroup of one-to-one transformations. If
there exists nea-def S such that S^S(X,a,n), for some a>N0, then for every kea-ddS
with SnS(X,a,k-n)^O we have that S^

Proof. Let k be as stated, feS(X,oc,k) and choose teSnS(X,ix,k — n). To show that
feS, it is sufficient to show that f = st for some one-to-one s with shift s<a. To
construct the desired s choose a one-to-one transformation p:X—R(t)-*X—R(f) and
for

p(x) if x$ R(t).

Then st=f and we only have to show that shift s<a. Let D = {xeX:f(x)j^t(x)}. Then
the set of points moved by s, S{s)£t(D)v(X-R(t)) and |/)|gmax {shift / , shift t}<a.
Thus |S(s)|<a, or shift s<<x, as required. •

Every permutation can be written as a product of two permutations each of which is
a (formal) product of 2-cycles [4, 11.3.2]. We need a modification of this result, the
proof of which is straightforward.

Lemma 2.11. Let Z be an infinite set and H be a normal subgroup ofSz that contains
permutations with infinite shift. Then VheH there exist p,qeH with p2 = i = qz, h—pq,
shift p, shift g^X0 and S(p), S(q)^S(h) if shift fc^K0, \Z-S(p)\ = \Z-S(q)\ = \Z\, if shift

•
The next proposition together with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.11 will enable us to show that

given a one-to-one / with a finite defect n, there exists k such that < / :^ x >2
, (shift / ) + , kri), and then Proposition 2.10 is applicable.

Proposition 2.12. Let f = fif2, where fte^x, f2eChx, / t and f2 be disjoint and
shift/!=)S^N0. Let def/=n. Then </:^x> contains all one-to-one transformations q
such that def q = 2n, 01(q) = |X|, </>„(<?) = 0 for m>2 and (t>2(q) = 7, where Xo

Proof. Let q be as stated, <Z = <?i<?2><Zie x̂> q2^Chx. Observe that q is in </:^x) if
and only if every conjugate of q is in <if:^x}. Hence we can assume without loss of
generality that q2

=fl (e'se replace q with its suitable conjugate). Therefore to show
that ge</ :^ x > it is sufficient to show that there exists a conjugate t of qt such that
t / | e< / : ^ x > , where t and f2 are disjoint (indeed, if t = hq1h~1 for some he&x then
since q^ and / § , t and f\ are disjoint, h can be chosen such that h\S{fl) = i\S(f2) and so
tfl = hq1h~1fl = hqlflh~l = hqh~1, a conjugate of q). To construct the required t, we
consider two cases.

(a) (j)k(f1) = Pfor some

Choose a conjugate g of / x as follows. Partition the set of the fe-cycles of f1 into sets
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A and B with |>l| = y, |B|=/?. For the cycles in A, choose g such that gfl is a product of
y 2-cycles and 1-cycles on the points of X moved by the cycles in A (as in Lemma 2.9).
For all the cycles of fl that are not in A, let g contain their inverses. Let t=gfu then
tfl=gfifl=(gf2) ( / i /2)e</ :^x>. a n d s o f i s t n e required conjugate of q^

or every 1 < & = °°-

Then either /? is singular or the shift of/ t is achieved by less than ft infinite cycles, so
that /? = y = N0. In the latter case, take a conjugate g of / x as follows. Choose one
infinite cycle (1) in fv and let g contain (2), then gf1 contains (3) (as in the proof of
Lemma 2.9), for the rest of the cycles of fl let g contain their inverses. Then t=gfi is
the required mapping.

Now assume that /? is singular. To construct a conjugate t of ^ such that
t / | e</ :^ x > we firstly assume that <t>2(q.i)=y<P- Then there exists a cardinal 5 with
y^8<f} such that $»(/i) = <5 for some l<fc^oo (else <j>k(j\)<y for every k>\, so that
/?=^1<fc<oo0k(/1) + Xo0oo (fi)^y+ <fi since fi is not a successer cardinal). Hence, to
construct the requires t, we proceed as in (a), replacing /? by 8. Now assume that
<f>2{qi) = P- We choose a conjugate g of fx with gf1 = t as follows. For every fc>l having
0*(/i)^No partition the set of the fc-cycles of / t into sets Ak and Bk with |/lfc| = |Bt|. For
every such Ak, let g be such that g/\ is a product of </>*(/i) 2-cycles and 1-cycles on the
points of X moved by the cycles in Ak (as in Lemma 2.9). For all the cycles of ft that
are not in {Ak:<j)k(f1)'^.ii0} let g contain their inverses. •

The proposition below describes elements of a semigroup S = </:^x>, where / is a
one-to-one transformation with a finite defect n. Informally, the statement of the
proposition means that there exists an integer k0 e <7-def S such that for every
kea — def S with k^k0, the set of transformations in S with defect k consists of all 1 — 1
mappings with defect k that shift at most as many points of X as / does.

Proposition 2.13. Let feS (X, \X\+,n), f=fj2 with / , 6 ^ , f2eChx, fx and f2 be
disjoint. If X o ^ shift fx <\X\, then for every integer fc^4,

< / : ^ > n S(X, \X\+,kn) = S(X, (shift f , ) + , kri). (4)

//shift fi =\X\, then if |-X"|>N0 and k^4, we have

<J:9xy^S(X,\X\,kn), (5)

and if \X\^H0 and k^S then

(f.yxy=>S(X,\X\+,kn). (6)

//shift fi <Ko and \X\>Ko, then for every integer k^4,

</: 9xy n S(X, \X\+,kn) = S(X, Ko> kn), (7)
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and if shift fx <N0 and \X\ = K0, then equality (7) holds for every integer fe^8.

Proof. Take geS(X,\X\+,kn) and write g=glg2 with gie^x, g2eChx and £i,g2
 a r e

being disjoint. Our aim is to show that g e < / : ^ > whenever fe is sufficiently large (as
described in the statement of the theorem) and shift g does not exceed shift / . Also
Proposition 2.10 allows to reduce the proofs to the case fe = 4 [fc = 8] whenever the
statement of the theorem involves fc^4[/c^8]. We consider the following cases.

Case 1: shift f^
Suppose firstly that |X - S{g2)\ = |AT|( = \X - S(/2)|) (if |X"|>K0 this is always true).

Then in view of Proposition 1.5, we can assume that g 2 = / 2 . We set X — S{f2) = Z and
prove firstly the following.

Claim. If IZ-SteJHATl and defg =

Indeed, using Lemma 2.11 we can write gi = pq, where p,qe^x, p2 = i = q2, shift p,
shift «£K0, S(p), S(q)^Z and \Z-S(p)\ = \Z-S(q)\ = \X\. Then g=g1g2=pqfi = (pf2

2)
(qfl) and Proposition 2.12 ensures that pf\, qfle{f:^xy, so that ge</:^x>.

Now (4) and (5) follow from the above claim and the observation that shift gt < \X\
together with |X-S(g2)| = |X| imply that |Z-S(g!)| = |Z|. To prove (6), observe that
using Lemma 2.11 repeatedly, we can find t1,t2,t3,t4e^x such that for 7= 1,2,3,4,
t) = i, shift t,^K0, S(tj)^Z, \Z-S(tj)\ = \X\ and £1 = ̂ 2 ^ 4 , so that g=glg2 =
ht2htJB

2=(tJ2
2) (tj2) (tail) ( t J l ) e< / :^> .

Now assume that \X — S{g2)\<\<0, then |X| = K0 and we only have to show the
statement (6). Write g2 = ts where t and s are disjoint chains with def t = def s=4n. It
follows easily from the claim above that both g^ and s are in </:^^> a nd so that

Case 2.
Since shift / 2 = ô> t n e above assumption implies that shift / = K0. We start by

showing that </:^x> contains all transformations that are (formal) products of 2«
disjoint chains and countably many disjoint two-cycles and that fix \X\ points of X. For
that choose a conjugate q of / such that for every cycle of / the transformation q
contains its inverse while for every chain / ' of / , q contains a chain q' with S(/') = S(q')
and q'f is being a product of two disjoint chains, infinitely many disjoint 2-cycles and
fixing No points of S(f') (Lemma 2.1). Thus, qfe(f&x> with def qf = 2n, </>2(<Z/") = Ko>
$i(of) = \X\ a nd <Pm((lf) = Q f°r "»§;3. Then the rest of the proof is analogous to that of
Case 1. •

The following summarizes the results of 2.13.

Corollary 2.14. Let feS(X,\X\+,n), f=fj2 with fxe<Sx, f2eChx, / x and f2 be
disjoint. Let shift fx=P, A be the set of all conjugates of f, a = max{^+,X!}. Then there
exists an integer k that is determined by f, k = k(f), such that
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<f-^x>= U Ai[J{S(X,a,mn):m>k{f)},
i = l

with k ( / )^3 i/ eit/icr K o ^0<|X| or P<H0 and \X\^K0, and k(/)g7 otherwise.

If S is a ^-normal semigroup of one-to-one transformations with finite defects then
ff-defS forms a subsemigroup of the semigroup (N,+) of all natural numbers with
respect to addition. A semigroup T^(N, +) can be partially ordered such that for m,
neT, m^n(T) if n — me T u {0}. The set of minimal non-zero elements of T generates T
and is called a minimal set of generators for &~. The set of minimal generators is finite
and its cardinality does not exceed the smallest non-zero neT [1]. Hence, the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.15. tr-def S = <n1,...,n,> with /<min{n,}, i=l , . . . , / .

Our aim now is to describe elements of S. Let

H = min {0: p > shift / for every feS}.

Then /i^|X|+ and <7-shift S = [K0,/i). Also S s \J {S(X,n,n):nea-def S}. The reverse
inclusion is not true in general. Below we determine for which n e <r-def S, a. e (Xo, /i],
S^S(X,a,n). For every infinite cardinal a</i let

T(a) = min{def f:feS with shift / = <*}.

The following result follows from Propositions 2.13 and 2.10.

Proposition 2.16. S3S(X,a.+,n) for every neff-def S such that n^8T(<X) (<r-def S).

For every a e [Xo, //] let

s/a = {feS: shift / < a + }.

Clearly ,s/a c JJ/^ iff a ̂ )?. Our next result describes S in terms of its subsemigroups sftt.
It is convenient to extend the definition of a ^-normal semigroup to a subset A of

transformations of X saying that A is normal if hAh~l = A for every

Theorem 2.17. A 1Sx-normal semigroup S of one-to-one transformations with finite
defects is a chain of its subsemigroups s/a, a e [Xo, /i). For every a. there exist an integer
k = k(a), a finite index set / a = {i1,i2,...,im}s<7-def S (with ij<iJ+1, j=l,...,m — l) and
normal sets Atj^S (X,a+,ij), ij€la with AfJ^Aijtl such that
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where d=(nl,n2,...,nl) and {nl,n2,.-.,n,} is the minimal set of generators for c-def S.

Proof. Let {nun2,...,«/} and d be as above. The semigroup <nt d~i,n2 d'1,...,M ~ '>
is isomorphic to tr-def S and has a finite complement in M [1]. The Frobenius number
F of (n1d~i,n2d~l,...,riid~1y is the maximal integer that is not in the semigroup. Thus
for every s>F, sdea-def S. Let k(cc)=min({sd:s>F} n {fc(ix):t>7}). Proposition 2.13
ensures that

Let / a = {ie<r-def S:i<k(oc)}, and for each ie/ a , let A, = SnS(X,a+,i). The result follows
by applying Proposition 2.10. •
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